
What: Bring¡ng the Latest Technology
to Consumers in Washington
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People are choosing wireless technologies faster than
ever before:

Nearly two out of five 138.2%) American homes no longer use traditional
plain old telephone service, and instead choose to be wireless only.t

From 2011 to 2012, consumers increased time spent connecting with
their world on social media apps by 76To.2

According to the most recent figures from CTIA, there are more than 325
million wireless subscriptions.3
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lndividuals and households are not the only ones who
a re going wireless.
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Businesses increasingly depend on strong
wireless service to carry them and their
employees through the work day.

o 66% of small businesses surveyed said
they could not survive - or it would be a
major challenge to survive - without
wireless technology.

Public safety is improved by the power of
mobile communications as critical tool for first
responders in emergency situations.

o Mobile phones provide caller location and
callback information, enabling quick and
accu rate emergency reporting.
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Because of this demand for advanced
mob¡le technology and devices, ¡t is
essential that the networks that provide
these invaluable services are
upgraded and expanded.
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W¡reless Technology

Cell sites are often supporting various generations of wireless technology. As

new generations of technology are deployed, customers migrate over to the
newer technology over time requiring their continued support. These cell
sites help provide you with the fast network coverage you've come to expect
from AT&T.

Can Deliver 4G Speeds
with Enhanced Backhaul

. Consistent with worldwide global
standards for GSM device

. Lets you use your device globally

LTE Theoretical Peak:73 Mbps (est)

HSPA+ Theoretical Peak:21.6 Mbps (est)

HSPA7.2 Theoretical Peak:7.2 Mbps

HSDPA Theoretical Peak: 3.6 Mbps

UMTS Theoretical Peak:384 Kbps

EDGE Theoretical Peak:237 Kbps

GPRS Theoretical Peak:48 Kbps

200s 201'l 2013
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AT&T: Working to Meet the Demand

AT&T is committed to expanding and improving wireless network infrastructure to
deliver the quality high-speed services our customers demand.

. Af&T has invested nearly S98 billion to improve and expand its wireless and
wireline networks over the past five years.

The Velocity lP (VlP) plan: Even better things to come...

To expand access to high-speed lnternet service and bring new mobile services to
customers, AT&T launched the VIP plan to:

. Deploy more than 10,000 macro sites, L,000 distributed antenna systems and
40,000 small cells.

. Expand 4G LTE to cover over 300 million people in the U.S" by year-end 2OL4.

r In Washington during 20L3 - network upgrades involved roughly 1-,000 sites in
over 250 ju risd ictions.
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AT&T: lnvesting in Washington

From ãOLO to 2012, AT&T has invested more than S1.8 billion in its
Washington networks. We also invested nearly $250 million in Washington
in the first half of 2013.

This investment will support future lnternet-based growth, new products
and services and local businesses.
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These upgrades will help provide the reliability and
performance you expect from the nation's fastest and
most reliable 4G LTE network.

Upgrades to
our wireless
network will:

Minimize
dropped

calls

Performence,
reliability and
speed

lncrease
network
speed

Decrease
latency
allowing
for new
services

capacityand
coverage

Deliver
better
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Why new cell sites are needed

A new cell site could be needed for multiple reasons.

. Coverage: An area may have not been previously served by our network.

. Capacity: Consumer demand in a certain area has grown and additional
capacity for better service quality.

o To add capacity to a wireless network we often add additional cell sites

within a given area, enhancing our ability to offer best-in-class voice and data

services. This is known as densification. When the same number of users is

spread over more sites, they each get better service and more consistent
data speeds.

o Through the Velocity lP plan, AT&T expects to deploy 40,000 new small cells,

10,000 macro cells and additional L,000 distributed antenna systems (DAS) to
increase the density of its wireless network, which is expected to further
improve network quality and increase spectnum efficiency.

o In-Fill: Needed where signal strength no longer meets current customer
dema nds.
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Factors Considered When Upgrading and Expanding
Our Network

Network Data: Our internal data may show where capacity needs are high
or gaps in coverage may occur"

Customer lnput: We may discover capacity or coverage gaps when
customers report problems.

New Cell Sites: We invest time, capital and other resources to address
ca pacity or coverage ga ps.

Snapshot of current average use and forecasts of future use.
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Factors Considered When Upgrading and Expanding
Our Network
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Topography: lf an ârea rs very hrlly. more srtes
are rreeded to cover the ¿ìrea srnce tlìere rs
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Variability of traffic: The more people in an area,
like an arena, the more facilities needed to ensure
strong reception and capacity when needed. Towers
can be as close as a few blocks, as far away as a few
mrles, or supplied in the arena through DAS systems.
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ln more dense traffic
and population areas,
we also need to have
more sites in order to
provide the necessarV
capacrtY.
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Types of cell sites

Macro Cells

Most common type of site that's used
for voice, text and broadband
communication in large geographic
areas with high capacity.

Distributed Antenna System

Alternative antenna that provides
coverage over specific target areas

Small Calls

New technology, generally used in
urban areas, that improves network
performance in areas not effectively
served by traditional sites.

W¡-F¡ Hot Zones

Deliver high speed lnternet access,

mainly for outdoor coverage.
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Steps for Building a New Cell Site:

Determine
Location

The New Site
Target Locations
are passed to the
construction team
to find suitable
locations.
Collocation with
existing facilities is

considered and
pursued wherever
feasible.

2

Determine Type of

Our team of
engineers works
on a plan to design
sites to meet
demand.

L

Site

lnstallment

Once all approvals
are obtained, we
begin building the
site and
commission it for
service.
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